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Abstract 

 

This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the Internation-

al Hellenic University.  

The digital triage in forensics investigation can really make the digital investigation 

a success or a disaster depending on numerous factors. There are numerous triage tools 

freely available online but there is no mature framework for practically testing and 

evaluating them. In the following pages we will analyze four open source triage tools 

and identify the advantages and drawbacks of each of them. We will also test their 

compliance to published forensic principles (ACPO).  

The results prove that due to high complexity and variety of system configurations, 

triage tools should become more adaptable, in dynamic and manual manner, depending 

on the case and context, instead of sustaining a monolithic functionality. 

 After identifying the problem, an effort was made to create a program, that has the 

ability to search a whole computer, or any partition or file chosen, for files with any 

possible extension, that are installed or created by the user. This was possible by com-

paring the MD5 hashes of the files. In this way the investigator can search, in a very 

short time, the computer under examination, for installed and created files or programs, 

altered programs, possible malware and harmful programs.  

This program can have even greater usability if it is incorporated into other digital 

triage programs or if it is enhanced with more advanced functionality. 

Special thanks is given to my supervisor Prof. Vasilios Katos that showed me the 

way to where address my research and solved any issues raised giving insightful feed-

back. 

 

 

Nikolaos Bakirtzis 

05-11-2013 
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1  Introduction 

 

Computers and computing devices are more and more a part of our lives. Not only 

most of us have a computer, such as desktops and laptops but we also have smart 

phones, tablets and GPSs in our cars. If we don’t have a phone available, we can use our 

laptop or tablet and communicate with others using instant messaging, email, Twitter, or 

Skype applications. Furthermore computers become more and more a part of our lives, 

so does crime involving those devices. Whether it’s “cyberbullying” or “cyberstalking,” 

identity theft, or intrusions and data breaches, all result in some form of data theft. A 

wide number of real-world physical crimes are now being committed through the use of 

computers, and as such, get renamed by prepending “cyber” to the description. As we 

transfer lot of the things that we did in the real world to the online world, we became 

targets of cybercrime. [19] 

What makes this activity even more insidious and sophisticated is that we don’t rec-

ognize it for what it is, because conceptually, the online world is simply so foreign to 

us. If someone breaks a storefront window to steal a television, there’s noise, alarm, 

broken glass, and someone running away with the stolen goods. Cybercrime isn’t like 

this; something isn’t stolen and then absent, but is also copied. Additionally, the crime 

does result in something that is stolen and removed from us, but we may not understand 

that immediately, because we’re talking about 1s and 0s in cyberspace, not for example 

a car in our garage. These malicious activities also increase in complexity. In many cas-

es, the fact that a crime has happened is not obvious until someone notices a significant 

decrease in a bank account, which shows that the perpetrator has already gained access 

to systems, gathered the data needed, accessed that bank account, and left with the mon-

ey. The incidents are not detected until well after they’ve occurred. In other cases, the 

malicious activity continues and even escalates after we become aware of it, because 

we’re unable to defend from the attack. [19] 

Computers, as mentioned above, can be used for committing a crime, contain evi-

dence of a crime or be targets of the crime. Specifying the role and nature of the elec-
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tronic evidence, how to analyze a crime scene that contains electronic evidence and how 

the responder should act to these circumstances is important. [1] 

Triage is a term deriving from medicine. It is defined as “the sorting and allocation 

of treatment to patients and victims in battle and disaster according to priorities that tar-

get to maximize the number of survivors”. [52] In incident response the term triage is 

specified as the step where an analyst when receiving a report about an incident, assess-

es the danger, prioritizes the incident, relates it to other incidents and decides whether 

this report is true. [9] Triage is a way of prioritizing tasks and allocating the resources 

which are limited. [23]  

Digital triage give to us: The knowledge what items to be taken from the scene. This 

helps us manage the flow of items that will be examined. This speeds the whole process. 

[23] This is done by executing triage software in the suspect system.  

From the above definition it is obvious that the success of the investigation depends 

on the first actions and triage of the first responder. Correct priorities and handling of 

the live system may reveal an encrypted partition or a remote IP. [77]  

Historically, the computer related crime concerned only a small number of victims 

and investigators. Nowadays this situation is changing and the impact of digital evi-

dence within conventional investigations is very common. In addition, any investigation 

in the public or private sector usually involves the seizure, preservation and examination 

of electronic evidence. [1] 

The former pull-the-plug approach is obsolete and overlooks the volatile data that 

will be lost. Today, investigators face the fact of sophisticated data encryption, hacking 

tools and malicious software that exist only in memory. [1] 

The most widespread strategies to collect potential evidence are two: a) use person-

nel with limited forensic training and seize everything or b) use skilled experts with se-

lective acquisition. In the first approach, there will be potential damage of digital evi-

dence during the process. The second approach has advantages in serious crime or ma-

jor incidents, but removes valuable skills from the forensic staff which reduces the 

throughput and capacity respond in the laboratory. [37] 

Examiners need to constantly upgrade their skills, tools, and knowledge to keep up 

with the new technologies. The solution is not just to unplug the computer and evaluate 

it later. Examiners must know how to capture an image of the running memory and per-

form volatile memory analysis using various tools. [93] In figure 1 there is a compari-
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son between live response with Sys-Internal tools vs. memory analysis on a static 

memory dump. [93] 

  

 

Figure 1: Live response with Sys-Internal tools vs. memory analysis on a static 

memory dump. [93] 

 

Electronic evidence is very fragile. It can be altered, damaged, or destroyed by 

wrong handling and improper examination. This is why special actions should be taken 

to document, collect, preserve and examine the digital evidence. Failure to do so can 

make it useless or drive to a faulty conclusion. [1] 

A usual forensic lifecycle for a hard drive can be the following: 

 Remove the disk from the computer. 

 Connect this disk to the examiners computer with a writeblocker that prevents 

any alterations. 

 Make an image of the disk that represents all the contents of the disk. 

 Make cryptographic hash values for each and every digital object and for the 

disk. 

 Search for malware. 

 View files. 
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 Search metadata. 

 Extract metadata. 

 Identify and bookmark privacy concerns. 

 Create replicates and examine them in an emulator. 

 Convert digital replicates to interoperable files known as digital facsimiles. 

 Analyze metadata. 

 Create log files during the examination process.  

 Make a forensic report as documentation. [48] 

All the above were given me the incentive for this dissertation which contains the 

following: In the Literature Review there is an explanation and analysis of what digital 

triage in forensics investigation is about and what is the current picture. Digital triage 

categories, characteristics, scopes, goals, objectives and achievements till nowadays. 

References to four existing tools that are free and things to consider when choosing the 

right tool. There is research for these four open source triage tools to help us understand 

and study the most important issues concerning these digital triage processes. There is 

description of the effort needed and the practical challenges an analyst may encounter 

when employing them. Also these tools are evaluated depending on the requirements of 

the ACPO principles, a practice guide developed for digital forensics. [77] In bibliog-

raphy they analyzed and they also proposed ways of improving these tools.  

In the Problem Definition there is an analysis of what existing tools provide, what 

they don’t offer and why this is important. Why the lack of a proper and advanced tool 

is so important. There is gap analysis and drawbacks of the presented tools. Also possi-

ble contributions of a new tool. 

 In the Contribution is presented the thought to make a program that could search the 

computer targeted and find added files, altered files, infected files or even malware con-

structed by the suspect. As a start the target was to make a program that would search 

the computer under investigation for the files we want to find. To have the ability to 

choose the type of files we want, the domain of the computer to search in, the file the 

results would be saved in. The results would show the name and the path of the files 

found.  The next target was to find all the MD5 hashes of the files we want. This could 

help to find which files were modified in comparison to the original ones. This could be 

achieved by producing the MD5 hashes [50] of the files found and comparing them with 

the MD5 hashes of the original files. In the next stage all the above was necessary not to 
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be hard coded but to offer the examiner the ability to insert the desired values as param-

eters during the execution. During the development many features were added and 

the program was upgraded and became more complicated until it reached its final form. 

My target was to easy the forensics analyst and provide him an overview of the hard 

disc with a glimpse. Demonstrate and present the contents of the hard disc in a way that 

helps the investigator have a more concrete image of the contents of the disc. Help him 

take the right decisions fast. 

In the Personal Reflection there is the personal opinion about the subjects ana-

lyzed, the problems, the solutions and the contribution offered. What went wrong, what 

to avoid the next time, where to improve and upgrade in the future.  

In the Conclusions there is the summary of the work of the dissertation. Evalua-

tion of achievements and final thoughts. 

This dissertation is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 2 contains the literature review. An extensive research of what has been 

published by accredited scholars and researchers on the topic has been made. In chapter 

2.1 digital forensic process is analyzed including techniques, volatile data, analysis tools 

and certifications that can be obtained. In chapter 2.2 digital triage in forensics investi-

gation is explained. In chapter 2.3 we talk about testing triage tools. In chapter 2.4 the 

tool Bulk Extractor is tested retrieving its advantages and drawbacks. In chapter 2.5 the 

tool TriageIR is tested highlighting its advantages and drawbacks. In chapter 2.6 the 

tool TR3Secure is tested mentioning its advantages and drawbacks. In chapter 2.7 the 

tool Kludge is tested acknowledging its advantages and drawbacks. In chapter 2.8 there 

is a synopsis of the testing process and in chapter 2.9 there are suggestions for each tool. 

In chapter 2.10 there are some proposals on future work on the four tools. 

 Chapter 3 contains the definition of the problem in digital forensics. In chapters 3.1, 

3.2, 3.3, 3.4 problems are specified for each and every one of the four tools.  

 Chapter 4 contains the contribution that this dissertation has made to the topic. In 

chapter 4.1 there are the first thoughts about what program to develop. In chapter 4.2 

the new target chosen is analyzed. In chapter 4.3 the developing process of the program 

is explained. In chapter 4.4 the functionality of the scanner program is described. In 

chapter 4.5 the functionality of the scanner_version_2 program is described. In chapter 

4.6 the functionality of the scanner_version_3 program is described. In chapter 4.7 there 

are the advantages of the program. In chapter 4.8 there are the drawbacks of the pro-
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gram. In chapter 4.9 there is the evaluation of the program. In chapter 4.10 some sug-

gestions are made for better use of the program. In chapter 4.11 future work and en-

hancements for the program are included. In chapter 4.12 there is the conclusion about 

the program.  

 Chapter 5 contains the personal reflection and the personal thoughts about the topic 

of the dissertation.  

 Chapter 6 contains the conclusions after ending this dissertation and creating the 

scanner program. In chapter 6.1 is explained why digital forensics is different from any 

other topic. In chapter 6.2 are mentioned the lessons learned from developing digital 

forensics tools. In chapter 6.3 there are the overall conclusions and the final thoughts. 

 In the appendix there is the source code of the scanner.php, scanner_version_2.php 

and scanner_version_3.php programs. 
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2  Literature Review 

 

A technical definition for digital forensics is the following: the tools and techniques 

that are used to preserve, recover and analyze digital evidence and data on digital devic-

es or being transmitted by them. [3]  

Digital forensics is a part of forensic science including the recovery and examina-

tion of evidence found in digital devices that are related to computer crime. [71] [18] 

Digital forensics investigations apply in many cases. The most usual is to check a hy-

pothesis before the criminal or civil courts. Forensics are also used in the private sector; 

for example during internal investigations or intrusion cases. [24] There are many types 

of forensics: computer forensics, network forensics, forensic data analysis and mobile 

device forensics. [24] 

Digital forensics are also used to verify evidence of the suspects, check alibis or 

statements, determine intent, identify sources, or authenticate documents. [85] Investi-

gations have a wider scope of the other forensic analysis also including complex time-

lines or hypotheses. [17]  

Digital forensic process begins with the collection, duplication, and authentication 

of all the data before the examination begins. These first three phases have the biggest 

costs. Duplication is a standard practice for all laboratories but it takes great time which 

has become a big problem. One solution is the pre-examination techniques known as 

digital triage. These techniques help the prioritization and lead the examination. [16]  

Digital triage in forensics investigation is a rapid growing sector with serious pur-

pose, numerous implementations, multiple objectives and many achievements. There 

are many tools free and licensed and in the following paragraphs we are going to ana-

lyze four well known free tools Bulk Extractor [12], TriageIR [90], TR3Secure [89] and 

Kludge [46]. 

Computer forensics, also known as computer forensic science [60] is a branch of 

digital forensic science that refers to legal evidence stored in computers and other digi-

tal media. The aim of computer forensics is to analyze digital data forensically with the 
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target to identify, preserve, recover, analyze and present important information about 

these data. [21]  

Since 1980 the computer crime has developed and grown radically. [49] Nowadays 

computer forensics investigates a great range of crimes, such as child pornography, 

fraud, cyber stalking, murder and rape. Computer forensics is also used in civil proceed-

ings for information gathering. [21] 

These techniques and knowledge are used to extract useful conclusions from a digi-

tal artifact; like a computer system, storage medium and electronic document. [99] The 

target of forensic examination can be from simple information extraction to rebuilding a 

timeline of events. [39] 

In court the computer forensic evidence are required to have information that are au-

thentic, reliably obtained, and admissible. [2] Many countries have developed guide-

lines and practices for evidence recovery. In United Kingdom, analysts use the Associa-

tion of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) guidelines which help ensure the authenticity and 

integrity of evidence. [21] 

Computer forensics process usually include four stages: 

 Acquisition. 

 Analysis. 

 Evaluation. 

 Presentation. [22] 

Mobile device forensics is a branch of digital forensics, used in the recovery of dig-

ital evidence or data from a mobile device, PDA devices, GPS devices and tablet com-

puters. [54] 

The forensic examination of mobile devices is a relatively new field, starting from 

the early 2000s. The big spread of phones caused a bottleneck in the forensic examina-

tion of the mobile devices. [80] 

2.1  Digital forensic process 

 

Computer forensic examination most times uses the process of standard digital ex-

amination. [27] Examinations are executed basically on static data and not so much on 
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"live" systems. This has changed from the way early forensic practices used to do. In 

that time the lack of special programs drove the examiners to work mainly on live data. 

In figure 2 we see the traditional process models. In figure 3 we see the computer foren-

sics field triage process model (CFFTPM). [74] 

 

 

Figure 2 – Traditional Process Models [74] 
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Figure 3 - CFFTPM Phases 
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2.1.1  Techniques 

 

The techniques that are used in a computer forensics examination are the following: 

1) Cross-drive analysis: Correlation of data being on different hard drives. [35] [98]  

2) Live analysis: Examination of computers by using the installed operating system. 

This is achieved with custom forensics or sysadmin tools to gather all the information 

needed. This is crucial when we face encrypting file systems. [21] 

3) Deleted files: The recovery of deleted archives. [64] Operating systems don’t 

erase the physical data written on the hard drives. So analysts can reconstruct the infor-

mation thought to be deleted. [21] 

4) Stochastic forensics: This technique exploits stochastic properties of the comput-

er to search for activities that don’t have digital artifacts. The main use is to distinguish 

data theft.  

5) Steganography: A method to hide information is by using steganography. This is 

the technique of hiding information inside a digital image or picture. This is mainly be-

ing used by criminals to hide pornographic content. Examiners by comparing hash val-

ues can understand if the image is the original. [26]  

 

2.1.2  Volatile data 

 

During the forensic process, when we shut down a computer, the data that are stored 

in RAM are disappeared. This is why we have to save them first. [20] Between other 

practices "live analysis" includes recovering RAM information before seizing a com-

puter. [21] 

After the seizure of the computer, RAM retains some electric current and this can 

help the examiner by using cold boot attack to regain some information. RAM retains 

this electric current for more time in very low temperatures. For example storing the 

RAM below −60 °C helps to achieve a successful recovery. But this is quite difficult to 

achieve while being at the scene. [41]  

In order to extract volatile data correct, we must be at the lab, so as to take notice of 

the chain of evidence and to make our work easier. Some additional techniques to trans-
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fer a live computer is the mouse jiggler and the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that 

provides the power. [21] 

An easy way to save the data stored in RAM is to copy these data to a disc. [36]  

 

2.1.3  Analysis tools 

 

There is a wide number of open source and commercial tools for computer forensics 

examination. The forensic investigation gathers information from the media and the 

Windows registry. In addition tries to crack passwords and searches for keywords that 

have a relation to the crime under investigation. Finally retrieves e-mail addresses and 

texts and also pictures and video. [27]  

 

2.1.4  Certifications 

 

To achieve a forensics certification there is the ISFCE Certified Computer Examiner 

and the IACRB Certified Computer Forensics Examiner. 

IACIS, the International Association of Computer Investigative Specialists, provides 

the Certified Computer Forensic Examiner, CFCE, course. 

Nowadays most forensic software companies provide certifications on the programs 

they offer. An example is the Guardiancesoftware offering “EnCE” certification and 

AcCessdata offering “ACE” certification. [21] 

 

2.2  Digital triage in forensics investigation 

 

When an incident occurs, digital forensics processes are used to examine the inci-

dent, to collect and examine the digital evidence so as to evaluate the incident, identify a 

perpetrator and prove if a cyber-crime has been committed. [77] An incident can be 

caused by a human penetrator or by something irrelevant. Traces could be left any-
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where. Here come the digital forensics investigation to search the digital crime scene 

and retrieve the aforementioned traces and evidence. [77] 

Organizations nowadays have a specific IT security strategy to cover all the IT secu-

rity and the other activities taking place in the organization. Until recently only law en-

forcement agencies were using computer forensics. But now many organizations use 

computer forensics to be protect by or examine cases for fraud, money laundering, por-

nography and harassment. [40] 

 

A model depicting the forensic lifecycle could be the following:  

 Identification. 

 Authorization. 

 Preparation. 

 Securing and Evaluating the Scene. 

 Documenting the Scene. 

 Evidence Collection. 

 Packaging, Transportation and Storage. 

 Initial Inspection. 

 Forensic Imaging and Copying. 

 Forensic Examination and Analysis. 

 Presentation and Report. [48] 

 

In figure 4 we depict the IT Security fundamentals and in figure 5 we depict the 

Digital Forensics Investigation Fundamentals. 
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Fig. 4 – IT Security fundamentals. [73] 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 – Digital Forensics Investigation Fundamentals. [73] 

 

 Digital Triage Forensics includes processes for examination of traditional crime 

scenes, digital crime scenes and battlefield crime scenes. [63] Digital triage collects dig-

ital evidence and processes in the first steps of investigation in order to identify what is 

useful and what not while being at the crime scene so as to lead the research to other 

possible and hidden evidence. All those evidence are meant to be used in a court of law 

so it is necessary to find them before they are lost or altered. So the triage tools, pro-
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cesses and scripts used must obey to all forensic principles to ensure the admissibility of 

the collected information and evidence. [77] The Association of Chief Police Officers, 

ACPO, has published a guide with the basic forensic principles under the name of Good 

Practice Guide for Computer Based Electronic Evidence. [1] 

Since criminals use information and technologies from all around the world the ex-

aminers cannot work in the opposite way. The examination team must have collabora-

tion of numerous and different members. [6] But this makes investigation even more 

complex and challenging. [8] These different nationalities, cosmopolitan backgrounds, 

socio cultural backgrounds, legal frameworks multiply the difficulties and makes the 

decision-making processes highly demanding. [80] 

Many organizations don’t take seriously the digital forensics [81]. But they have to 

understand that linking an attacker to a crime isn’t something easy to achieve. Organiza-

tions must be prepared for digital forensic investigations and be sure that they have tak-

en all the measures to be ready for such examinations. [38] 

Internet has developed a great need for digital investigations. Computers are now 

used to commit company policy violations, e-mail harassment, murder, leaks of proprie-

tary information, embezzlement, and even terrorism. [57] 

In computer forensics most professionals have been self-taught. Computer forensics 

investigators examine mainly hard drives, CDs, DVDs, Flash memory devices, floppies, 

and tapes but they must also have deep knowledge of all the computer systems. [14] 

 ACPO Good Practice Guide has four principles. The number is small so as to be 

able every investigator to understand and remember them. The Principle 1 is: no change 

of data must take place. [1] The Principle 2 is: the examiner to be really competent and 

explain his actions. [1] The Principle 3 is: that an archive of all the actions made must 

be recorded. [1] The Principle 4 is; that the person in charge has all the responsibility. 

[1] The important aspect is to show to the court that the evidence collected from the dig-

ital crime scene is exactly the same as found from the first person reaching the crime 

scene. If there are alterations, augmentation or decrement to the digital evidence collect-

ed it must be proven to the court what caused the variation of the analyzed data. [1] The 

problem with the programs used nowadays is that they often alter the data and it is cru-

cial for the investigator to find and monitor all the alterations. Objectivity, continuity 

and integrity when possessing the evidence is a high priority. The tools applied must 

collect evidence starting from the volatile to the less volatile. [7]  
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In the ForensicArtifacts.com database the investigator can find potential forensic ar-

tifacts so he knows what to look for. [28] There is also the SANS resources such as the 

Sans Digital Forensics and Incident Response Poster-2012 or Sans forensic cheat sheets 

that include such information. [47] For example if we have a child pornography crime 

the browsing history, favorites and browsing information is the place to look for. It is 

important for the investigator to put some priorities before he starts collecting the data. 

Proper prioritization can save time, help him find evidence before they are lost, avoid 

mistakes and make a concrete and well monitored investigation. Data with small life 

time like processes, routing tables and temporary files should be a priority. [74]  

In incident response there is a choice to be made. Whether to perform a complete 

memory acquisition or a live response. Complete memory acquisition is the analysis of 

the computer’s  physical memory with a number of tools. Some memory imaging tools 

are Crash Dumps, LiveKd Dumps, Hibernation Files, Firewire and Virtual Machine Im-

aging. [96] 

Live incident response collects evidence from a computer so as to prove if an inci-

dent took place. Live incident response includes the gathering of volatile and nonvola-

tile data. Volatile data is data that would be lost if we cut the power off from the com-

puter. Nonvolatile data is don’t get easily lost and include useful information for digital 

forensic collection such as system event logs, user logons, and patch levels, among 

many others. Live incident response further includes the collection of information such 

as current network connections, running processes, and information about open files. To 

collect live incident response data we run commands that produce data that are send to a 

different storage device than the console. [72]  

Memory acquisition is slow. [1] The modern hardware has big memory that includes 

data of past and completed processes. These data cannot be collected by the live re-

sponse tools. [4] 

The first responder will find live response useful if he is well prepared for the case 

under examination. [93] For best results both practices need to be applied.  

From all the above we understand that a triage tool must comply with a number of 

requirements, have performance, low complexity but great adaptability. 

In the following chapters we analyze, evaluate and compare four open-source triage 

tools used in digital forensics and incident response, assess their behavior and conclude 
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telling  if they fulfill the purpose of the forensics analyst and remark any needed en-

hancements. 

 

2.3  Testing triage tools 

 

In the next paragraphs we test four open-source triage tools, to evaluate their behav-

ior, their validity and conclude how useful they are for the first responder. 

The four triage/incident response tools that we are going to analyze are Bulk Extrac-

tor [12], TriageIR [90], TR3Secure [89] and Kludge [46]. We tested their abilities in 

Microsoft Windows operating systems because based on statistics they are the most 

widespread operating systems for both examiners, users and criminals. [58].  

To help us test TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge we used Windows 7 with VMware 

Player 8 installed including 8 different Windows OS systems. [77] Also Sandboxie 

3.74, was installed. [15] [76] 

  We copied TriageIR v.79, Kludge-3.20110223 and TR3Secure on “E: disk” so as to 

use and simulate this partition as an external USB drive, as a forensic examiner would 

do. [77]   

The tools were executed with all their options enabled in a sandboxed environment 

and normal environment. [77] The sandboxed environment was necessary to help us see 

which files are created or altered in the users system. [77]  

 

2.4  Bulk Extractor 

 

Βulk Εxtractor [12] is written in C++. It scans a file, a disk image, or a directory 

without parsing the file system. In addition Βulk Εxtractor makes histograms of features 

because features that are more common are more important. [10] This tool is useful for 

law enforcement, defense, intelligence, and cyber-investigation applications. [11] 
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 Βulk Εxtractor is also usefull for digital archivists. [13] Βulk Εxtractor has a GUI 

interface, the Bulk Extractor Viewer utility. Process of the results can be achieved by 

using the digital forensics tools in the Bit Curator environment. [13] 

 

2.4.1  Advantages 

 

Bulk Extractor advantages are the high speed and thoroughness. This happens be-

cause it ignores file system structure. Bulk Extractor has the ability to examine different 

parts of the hard disk in parallel. Bulk Extractor is thorough because automatically de-

tects, decompresses, and processes compressed data that have been compressed by nu-

merous algorithms. [11] Another advantage is that Bulk Extractor can process any digi-

tal media. It can process hard drives, SSDs, optical media, camera cards, cell phones, 

network packet dumps, and other kinds of digital information. [11] Also it can recover 

more high-value forensic information than other tools. [31] Bulk Extractor is easy to use 

and this is why it has been used by numerous law enforcement organizations, and its 

acceptance spreads. [30] 

 

2.4.2  Drawbacks 

 

When using Bulk Extractor every media that will be examined is connected to a 

write-blocker of an investigator workstation and then it is processed with the Bulk Ex-

tractor tool. To start all this examination there is some time needed. Around 5 min per 

media. The Bulk Extractor is executed recursively without needing the attendance of the 

investigator, but the time needed to complete all its operations is big. [30] So Bulk Ex-

tractor works additionally to the traditional forensic procedures and its target is not to 

replace them. [30] 
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2.5  TriageIR v.0.79 

 

When we read the manual of the TriageIR tool we see that it needs some tools added 

in a folder named tools which is located in the program’s folder. The tools needed are: 

a) DumpItmemory utility [25], b) Sysinternals Suite [87], c) RegRipper [70], d) 

MD5deep and sha1deep [51], e) 7Zip Command Line [100]. TriageIR has 6 tabs – pag-

es that contain all the options, see Fig. 6. In most cases the tool worked fine. [77]   

The modifications that the tool makes to the computer under examination are justifi-

able and thus can be explained which helps to be defended in court. [77] 

 

 

Fig. 6. TriageIR v.79 GUI. 

 

2.5.1  Advantages 

 

TriageIR can collect information about the startup process of the computer that is 

useful for malware examination. [78] Also TriageIR creates MD5 and SHA-1 hashes of 

evidence files. [77] This is crucial because it can prove the integrity of the evidence in-

formation.  
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2.5.2  Drawbacks 

 

TriageIR during execution produced some errors that are due to programming faults 

or incompatibility of the utilities with the operating systems. TriageIR does not gather 

any Netbios evidence and has a problem in collecting all the event log information. [77] 

TriageIR has also problem collecting the security registry hive, the hard disk’s directory 

structure and other information from the examined computer.   

 

2.6  TR3Secure 

 

TR3Secure data collection script uses Windows tools and tools that must be down-

loaded from the internet. Furthermore a .txt file with commands must be inserted in the 

tools folder of the program.  

We chose option 4 from the tool’s menu, see Fig. 7, so as to exploit all its abilities.  

[77] The tool did what expected in all operating systems. [77]  

Like TriageIR  the changes made are justifiable, they can be explained and so to be 

defended in the court. [77] 

 

 

        Fig. 7. TR3Secure Main Menu. 
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2.6.1  Advantages 

 

TR3Secure from a forensics view has all the functions needed including the choice 

to insert the case name, the examiners information, the path for storage and the execu-

tion date and time. Furthermore it records all the triage process so as to help the investi-

gator find any errors produced. 

 

2.6.2  Drawbacks 

 

When we run the tool many errors occurred. The most important is that it fails on 

64-bit operating systems. [77] In Windows 7 64-bit was not able to find the tools folder. 

[77] Also when it was executed in operating systems that used different codepage the 

results created needed a specific viewer to be read. [77] 

 

2.7  Kludge 3.20110223 

 

Kludge in the startup screen provide us 3 options (figure 8). The first is to perform 

simple analysis. The second is to perform a detailed analysis including timeline and reg-

istry analysis. The third is to perform the above and memory and process captures and 

file hashes. 

Kludge was originally developed to be executed remotely by a network. This would 

be achieved by exploiting the administrative shares of the computer under examination. 

So Kludge copies all the information needed in the target computer and then it executes 

them. This is not a very good forensics practice because the changes to the target com-

puter are massive. Also the administrative shares must be enabled. [77] Another option 

is to execute Kludge from a USB drive and save all the reports in the USB drive. [77]  

When we run the Kludge by using the network the alterations to the target computer 

are explainable but not justifiable and so they cannot be accepted in a court. [77] But the 

new altered version of Kludge that was executed from a USB drive don’t have this ma-

jor disadvantage.  
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                   Fig. 8. Kludge script execution. 

 

2.7.1  Advantages 

 

Kludge is able to collect useful information that TR3Secure and TriageIR cannot. 

Something important for the investigator is that it collects internet history from Mozilla 

Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers. This is helpful in cases like grooming, bullying, 

spam, and other. [77] In addition it collects antivirus logs, firewall state, process dumps 

and memory information of running processes. [77] By creating timelines of running 

processes as being executed adheres to ACPO principles. [79] Furthermore the report is 

concentrated in a well organized html file from where the examiner can have an over-

view of the collected evidence. And in his way simplifying and speeding up the triage 

work. 

 

2.7.2  Drawbacks 

 

Kludge when executed produced out-of-the-box errors, programming faults and in-

compatibility of the utilities. It also collects only specific antivirus logs. [77] Symantec 

and McAffee antivirus programs share only 15% of the market. [61] It also does not 

collect event logs in Windows Vista, 7 and 8 operating systems. [77] Since Kludge 
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doesn’t record an analytic log of all the processes executed it is hard to make checks 

and comparisons. [77] Like TriageIR does not remove added registry keys. 

 

2.8  Synopsis 

 

After running and testing the four tools and having found their advantages and 

drawbacks we come up to a synopsis about their performance. 

 

2.8.1  Bulk Extractor 

 

Bulk Extractor collects credit card numbers, email addresses, URLs, and other kind 

of information from any digital media. The tool can be executed on different data for-

mats and collects much evidence concerning internet. Also it can detect and decompress 

data that have been compressed by using many different algorithms. [86] Bulk Extractor 

also uses GNU flex. [88] When all the evidence have been collected Bulk Extractor cre-

ates a histogram of useful features. Stop lists can also be applied. [30] In figure 9 there 

is an overview of the tools architecture. A graphical user interface helps the investigator 

to view the reports created. [30] 
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Fig. 9 Diagram showing overview of the Βulk Εxtractor architecture. [30] 

 

Βulk Εxtractor constructs a report that have: [11] 

 Credit card information.  

 IP addresses found.  

 Ethernet MAC addresses found.  

 EXIFs from JPEGs and video segments.   

 Credit card numbers.  

 US and international phone numbers.  

 URLs from browsers and emails.  

 Email addresses.  

 A histogram of terms used for internet searches.  

 A list with words for password cracking.  

 The wordlist in a form to be used by password-cracking programs.  

 Internet domains found.  

 Information about ZIP files.  
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 Results of specific search requests.  

For all the above, two files are also created: [11] 

 A stop list or a list of information not to be shown to the user.  

 Histograms of features with appearance frequency.   

Bulk Extractor additionally creates a report. An XML report with information con-

cerning the source data, the compilation and execution of the tool, time used for pro-

cessing and additionally includes all the evidence found. [11] Βulk Εxtractor is very 

helpful for triage. It aids to put priorities before the thorough examination begins. [30]  

 

2.8.2  TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge  

 

None of the triage tools TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge inform the user that has to 

run the tools as administrator in Windows Vista, 7 and 8 operating systems in order to 

work properly. [77] 

In Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 we see a picture of the incident data that the above 

three tools were able to collect when they were executed during the triage process. [77] 

The column headers of the table indicate the order of volatility scale, and the row head-

ers show the tools tested.  
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             Table 1 Collected forensic artifacts [77] 

 

 

               Table 2 Collected forensic artifacts [77] 
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Table 3 Collected forensic artifacts [77] 

 

 

The contents of a hard disc usually are examined in the lab so there is no use to ana-

lyze them in the triage process. [77] In Table 4 we see how effective each tool is in dif-

ferent operating systems. [77]   

 

Table 4 Tool effectiveness [77] 
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In Table 5 we see the alterations caused by TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge on the 

registry and file system of every operating system. These alterations were captured with 

the help of Buster Sandbox Analyzer 1.87 and Sandboxie. [77] The version of the 

Kludge tool, that was changed to be used by a USB drive, was the most forensically 

correct of all the above triage tools. [77]  

 

Table 5 Modifications produced [77] 

 

 

Summing up all the above we see that it is obvious that a triage tool have to be bal-

anced in numerous requirements, including performance, complexity and adaptability so 

as to be effective and successful during the triage evaluation.  

 

2.9  Suggestions 

 

The four triage tools analyzed before could be adjustable in two ways: First before 

the execution to avoid as many errors as possible and second during the acquisition to 

achieve the maximum effectiveness. [77] 

 If we disable Prefetch on Windows the modifications created will be even less. [77] 

Furthermore the tools should record all the actions executed including errors and prob-

lems. [77] In addition it is advisable the tools to log and restore all registry modifica-

tions. Finally it is important that the tools enhance the collection of all history and inter-

net activity information of all widely used browsers. 
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2.9.1  Bulk Extractor 

 

Bulk Extractor is a command line tool. [31] An advanced GUI could be used for 

easier and faster use, even from people with little experience and a GUI for the results 

found.  With the current version it is possible to run multiple copies of Bulk Extractor 

on different machines but there is no way to easily recombine the results. [31] A good 

direction would be to solve this problem and improve the combined functionality. Also 

we can extend Bulk Extractor with numerous plug-ins.  

 

2.9.2  TriageIR 0.79 

 

This tool must overcome problems that are encountered when it is used in different 

operating systems. It seems to work properly only in Windows XP and faces problems 

in the other releases. [97]  

 

2.9.3  TR3Secure 

 

This tool has compatibility problems with Windows 64bit operating systems so 

modifications must be made to overcome this problem. In addition it must be enhanced 

with capabilities such as collection of scheduled tasks, registry files, installed printers, 

peripherals, user logons and internet activity information. [77]  

 

2.9.4  Kludge 3.20110223 

 

This tool was created having in mind specific antivirus and security products. But it 

must broaden its use and target machines. Some other enhancements are to run from a 

USB stick or an external drive and save the reports there. Additionally some functions 

have to be altered in order to be able to execute in Windows 7 and 8 operating systems. 

[77] 
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2.10  Future work on the four tools 

 

As it is understood from the above analysis there is no tool to cover all the purposes, 

be very effective and be the best for triage process. This result was obvious because 

there is high variety and complexity on modern media and systems. The complexity and 

the variety in the needs, the software and processes are increased radically so the exam-

iner must have a wide portfolio of different tools to manage and handle every different 

case. [77] 

In order to help the examiner choose the portfolio of tools we can put some qualita-

tive and quantitative metrics. [77] After the examination of the four triage tools, we 

could apply these three metrics:  

1) Effectiveness.  

2) (Un)reliability.  

3) Invariability. [77]  

The use and the connection between these metrics could be a good field for future 

research.  

Also in the future we could try to assess the tools in terms of usability, usefulness, 

exploitable results, validity and evaluation of reports and case-by-case analysis. [77] A 

future target would be to create an advanced triage tool based on the four tools men-

tioned above that would combine all their advantages , functions and options and none 

of the drawbacks. 

An enhancement for Bulk Extractor would be to develop an algorithm, for distin-

guishing compressed data from encrypted data [33], and additionally present the per-

centage of encrypted data on the digital media that is under examination. [30]  

The reports of Bulk Extractor can be useful when they are compared and contrasted 

to other data of forensic practices, for example, cross-drive analysis information. [59]  
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3  Problem Definition 

 

Computer abilities and capabilities have grown radically since 1960, and they are 

going to develop exponentially in the future. Storage capacity has grown beyond any 

expectation and there is no limit for the future. [62] FBI’s statistics state that the data for 

analysis per case have multiplied 6.65 times, from 84 GB to 559 GB, in eight years,  

from 2003 to 2011. [69] The expanded computing capabilities makes processing and 

storage cheaper. This makes the forensic examination even harder with more compute 

resources needed. Although this problem is known, little has been done to confront it. 

The blame is on both users and developers. [75] 

In the triage process first we have to put priorities before starting the collection of 

data. Great importance must be given to the data that live for a short time like routing 

tables, temporary files and processes. Forensic analysts have to have a wide number of 

tools because no tool can apply to all the different cases. [74] So the triage tool must be 

flexible be able to change its functionality depending on the evidence. [77] The triage 

tool must collect data in very short time but this is many times overlooked. This disad-

vantage derives from the fact that triage tools come from traditional forensic tools 

which were designed to conduct the analysis at a future time. [44]  

The processing speed of current digital forensic tools is not a match for the average 

cases because users don’t have specific performance requirements and developers ha-

ven’t put performance and latency to a top-level objective. [75] 

SPEKTOR triage tool includes some automation, but this is done in order to be used 

by people who have no specific technical skills. [82] This is in violation to ACPO’s se-

cond principle and this is why it is considered to be a poor practice.  [77] 

In the next chapters we are going to analyze the most important problems of the four 

tools tested before. 
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3.1  Bulk Extractor 

 

Bulk data analysis has the limitation that compressed data that are fragmented into 

many locations are difficult to recover. However, most interesting files in forensic man-

ner are not fragmented. The only exception is log files. [34].  

Unicode and non-Latin characters create problems for bulk data analysis. One other 

complication is that there are many types of localized strings that are possible to be 

found. [30] 

 

3.2  TriageIR v.0.79 

 

The tool failed only in Windows 8 OS 64 bit. [77] When the tool runs its utilities 

create and change many files. These alterations are undesirable. [77]  

By analyzing the execution and results we see that the tool violates a number of fo-

rensic principles. First of all some utilities of the tool need a hard disk partition letter as 

a parameter to execute properly. [77] Also when executed the tool adds registry keys 

but does not undo these registry alterations. Furthermore it does not record all executed 

commands in the created incident log file. In this way the analyst doesn’t know which 

commands executed correctly, which failed and why. [77] Traceability is hard to 

achieve because the tool uses a separate command shell for each utility called. This ends 

after the execution and this makes the examiner not to acknowledge the errors that have 

been created. [77] The tool should create hashes of the reports, so as to have a complete 

and correct chain of custody for the data that have been either gathered or produced by 

the tool. Finally, when the compression ability of the tool is used, some data are not 

gathered. [77] 

 

3.3  TR3Secure 

 

Like TriageIR, the utilities used by TR3Secure alter some Windows OS files. This 

happens also with some temp and recent activity files. [77] In all operating systems 
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TR3Secure loads drivers in certain folders, alters or adds registry keys, creates or modi-

fies folders. Finally when some utilities fail to execute the crash reports are created in 

specific folders. [59] [77] 

 

3.4  Kludge 3.20110223 

 

Kludge in all operating systems applied adds and alters registry keys, creates or 

modifies files, try to install drivers and changes Prefetch and the users’ temp files and 

recent activity. [77]  

Kludge uses the Hobocopy utility [43] to copy files. This utility crashed in Windows 

7 and 8 OS, causing the registry files and event logs not been collected. Moreover many 

utilities used by Kludge in Windows 7 and 8 OS, crashed. Finally some utilities didn’t 

execute at all in the above operating systems. [77] 
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4  Contribution 

 

This paper contributes in both the theory and practice of digital forensics. The pur-

pose is to study and analyze, the way four free triage tools work and respond during the 

process of installation and execution. Also highlight the advantages and drawbacks and 

make suggestions for improvements and better performance. Finally develop a program 

to help the first responder make the digital triage fast and in an easy, concrete and 

meaningful way. 

 

4.1  First thoughts 

 

The first thought was to use one or more existing tools and change the presentation 

of the results that they provide, when they are used for digital triage. The purpose would 

be to improve the results by making them more helpful and beneficial for the investiga-

tor. The target would be to ease the forensics analyst and provide him an overview with 

a glimpse. Help him take the right decisions fast. Demonstrate and present the contents 

of the hard disc in a way that helps the investigator have a more concrete image of the 

contents of the disc. Provide visualization, analysis and evaluation with the use of dia-

grams, bars, pies, percentages, images and other presentation tools. 

The way to do all the above was the following: Find as many sources as possible 

and bibliography. Read papers, articles, published material by accredited scholars and 

researchers. Search the internet. Search for digital triage tools and how the presentation 

can be improved. Find for digital triage in forensics investigation definition, categories 

and characteristics, scopes, goals, objectives and achievements. Find the existing tools 

and what things to consider when choosing the right tool. Find regulations globally and 

in Greece. Find what existing tools provide, what they don’t offer and why this lack is 

important. Why the lack of a proper and advanced presentation is so important. Make a 

gap analysis. Search for drawbacks and possible contribution. Improve the visualization, 
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analysis and evaluation with the use of diagrams, bars, pies, percentages, images and 

other presentation tools. 

The first thought was to help the child pornography examiner. After taking an image 

from the hard disk, the RAM and the volatile data, then provide him with the history 

from all the browsers that are installed on the computer. While he is at the scene it is 

crucial to recover everything that is related to the examined case. When a suspect 

searches for child pornography in the internet or stores digital files, containing this child 

pornography material, many traces are left behind. The most possible scenario is that 

the suspect won’t have great programming skills and knowledge to create a script to de-

lete, every time, the browsing history and the evidence from all the browsers in his 

computer. So during the triage process, the program that I would create, would be able 

to collect all the evidence from the web browsers, specify attributes that stand out and 

present them in a useful and easy to understand way, to help the examiner.  

One first approach was to use a widely available open source tool, Kludge, that col-

lects digital evidence that the other two tools TR3Secure and TriageIR do not. It can 

collect internet browsers history from Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer. Some 

modifications could be made to be more focused on the latest versions of the browsers. 

And this because the browsers pop up often messages, to the users, to download the lat-

est versions available. It is rare for a user to decline these prompts all the time and use a 

very old version of the browsers. Knowing the browsers history is crucial when the ex-

aminer searches for grooming, bullying, spam, and so on. But also Kludge can collect 

antivirus logs and reports of the firewall state. In addition it can collect process dumps 

and process-related memory for each running process. In the end Kludge produces an 

html file with a well organized menu which help the examiner navigate the collected 

digital evidence. This can simplify the work of the examiner and speed up the triage 

process. To enhance the usability and presentation of the tool one thought was to add 

statistics, diagrams, bars, pies and percentages to the reports, which could be navigated 

through the html file. Kludge produces .txt files for the reports. So the purpose of the 

new program would be to read these .txt files and produce more complicated reports 

with all the statistics, diagrams, bars, pies and percentages mentioned above. 

However there was a major turn over in the development of the program. After read-

ing all the sources cited in the bibliography and many more, the conclusion was that 

there are some tools freeware and licensed that present their results using visualization, 
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analysis and evaluation including the use of diagrams, bars, pies, percentages, images 

and other presentation tools. Such a tool is Spektor. So the new thought was to develop 

a tool, that would be very simple and easy to use, for the first responder, to exploit it for 

digital triage in the crime scene but also helpful during the analysis at the lab. 

 

4.2  The new target 

 

After all the above the second thought was to make a program that could search the 

targeted computer and find the added files, altered files, infected files or even malware 

constructed by the suspect. 

At start, the new target, was to make a program that would search the computer un-

der investigation for the files we want to find. To have the ability to choose the type of 

files we want, the domain of the computer to search in, the file the results would be 

saved in. The results file would show the name and the path of the files found.  

 The next step was to find all the MD5 hashes of the files we wanted. This could help 

to find which files were modified (ex .exe files for windows) in comparison to the orig-

inal ones. This could be done by producing the MD5 hashes [50] of the files found and 

compare them with the MD5 hashes of the original files (which are unaltered).  

In the next stage the above program was necessary not to be hard coded (the param-

eters not to be fixed in the code) but to offer the examiner the ability to insert the de-

sired values as parameters during the execution:  

1. The path where the program to search in. 

2. The type of files the program to search for. 

3. The name of the file with the results.  

4. The path of files to be compared. 

5. Where the reports with the name of the files, the path found and the MD5 hash to be 

saved in.  

 During the development many features were added, the program was upgraded 

many times and became more complicated, until it reached its final form presented be-

low. The final program has the following functionality: 
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 The user by using the command prompt can choose: a) to see the help guide of the 

program b) to scan a specific domain, retrieve the files chosen and create their MD5 

values and c) compare the created MD5 values of the files chosen with a file containing 

the “clean” MD5 values of unaltered files that he wants to compare. 

1. The user first inserts the option “help”, “scan” or “compare”. 

2. In case of “help” the programs functionality is shown. 

3. In case of “scan” without putting any parameters the default values are used. 

4. In case of “scan” with parameters the inserted values are used to set a) the path for 

the program to search b) the extension of the files being searched and c) the path where 

the results file to be stored. 

5. In case of “compare” the parameters are necessary. The values inserted are used a) to 

set the path for the file containing the MD5 of thescanned files b) the path for the file 

with the clean MD5 values and c) the path where the results file to be stored. 

 

4.3  The developing process 

 

The first attempt was to use the programming language VBscript for developing the 

program. [91] [92] Also there were thoughts to use the programming language Python 

because it is widely used for applications concerning security and digital triage. [67] 

[68] The final decision though was to use the programming language PHP because I had 

better knowledge of this language, I had use it extensively before, I knew its capabilities 

and the belief that I could accomplish the program till the end was strong. [65] [66] 

The editor I used to write the PHP scripts was the Sublime-text editor. [84] [85] A 

server was used, the Wamp Server, to run the program locally and see the results, be-

cause the program doesn’t have a web interface. [94] [95] So in order to run the PHP 

program there is a need to install PHP and a server on the examined computer. But in 

order to adhere to the ACPO principles there was a need to minimize the changes to the 

computer under investigation. To bypass this problem Bamcompile was used to convert 

the PHP application to standalone .exe application. [5] By transforming the *.php pro-

gram into a *.exe file we give the ability to the investigator to run the program from a 

USB stick using only the command prompt of the computer. No need for php dlls and 
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installations that alter the computer files system. Bamcompile is a freeware. To use 

Bamcompile you have to visit the site  http://www.bambalam.se/bamcompile/ and 

download  the win 32 zip. You extract this zip file wherever you want, for example at 

the desktop. In this folder you insert the scanner.php file. You open a command line 

prompt and write the following:  

“cd C:\Users\nikos\Desktop\bamcompile1.21”. After this you write in the cmd:  

“bamcompile scanner.php”  and in the same folder with the scanner.php the file 

scanner.exe is created and is therefore ready for use. 

 

4.4  The scanner program - How it works 

 

The program’s name is scanner.php and the standalone .exe application is scan-

ner.exe. If the examiner wants to run the scanner.php program, first he must install a 

server to run it locally at the computer, like the Wamp Server, and put the scanner.php 

program into the www folder of the directory of the server. Then in order to run it (this 

is for use with Wamp Server) he must open a command line prompt and open the folder 

of the server where php is located, for example: cd C:\wamp\bin\php\php5.4.16\. Then 

depending on what he intends to achieve he can type:  

1) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php  

2) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php help 

3) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan  

4) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan --path="C:\\" --extension="exe" --

log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\Cexe.txt" 

5) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php compare --

log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\log.txt" --MD5_values_file="C:\WindowsMD5\clean.txt" -

-results_file="C:\WindowsMD5\results.txt" 

The MD5_values_file must be a .txt file, with the created MD5 values from the scan 

option, from files that are clean and secure. The folder where the .txt file with the results 

will be stored must be created before the program is used. 

 If the analyst wants to run the program on the computer under examination by using 

a USB stick then he must place in the USB stick the scanner.exe program. Then in order 
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to run it he must open a command line prompt and type the letter of the flash drive (e.x. 

F: ) and this will move the working directory to the root of F. Then he must open the 

folder where the scanner.exe program is located in. For example: cd folder\. If the scan-

ner.exe program is located just in the F and not in a folder the following commands will 

do. Then depending on what he intends to achieve he can type:  

1) scanner.exe  

2) scanner.exe help 

3) scanner.exe scan  

4) scanner.exe scan --path="C:\\" --extension="exe" --log_file="F:\Cexe.txt" 

5) scanner.exe compare --log_file="F:\log.txt" --MD5_values_file="F:\clean.txt" --

results_file="F:\results.txt" 

 

4.4.1  Help mode 

 

If we press as mentioned above: 

1) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php  

2) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php help 

3) scanner.exe  

4) scanner.exe help 

Then we see the help screen of the program that shows us how it works, some in-

structions and what parameters to insert in each case. The help screen is appeared in the 

case the user doesn’t know how the program works and runs the program with no pa-

rameters at all.  

Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 visualize this functionality of the program. 
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Fig. 10 Running the scanner.php program with no parameters. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Running the scanner.php program in help mode. 
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Fig. 12 Running the scanner.exe program from a USB drive with no parameters. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Running the scanner.exe program from a USB drive in help mode. 

 

In the above cases G drive is the USB stick. 

 

4.4.2  Scan mode with no parameters 

 

If we press as mentioned above: 
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1) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan  

2) scanner.exe scan  

Then the program will use the scan mode with the default values (which the user can 

insert in the program using the Sublime-text editor) and are now set to be: 

The path where the program to search in "C:\Windows". 

The extension to search for "exe". 

The path and the name of the .txt file to store the results 

"C:\logfile\md5_log_file.txt". 

Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 visualize this functionality of the program. 

 

 

Fig. 14 Commands needed for running the scanner.php program in scan mode with no 

parameters. 
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Fig. 15 Results after running the scanner.php program in scan mode with no parameters. 
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Fig. 16 Commands needed for running the scanner.exe program from a USB stick in 

scan mode with no parameters. 
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Fig. 17 Results after running the scanner.exe program from a USB stick in scan mode 

with no parameters. 
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In the above cases G drive is the USB stick. 

 

 

Fig. 18 The results md5_log_file.txt file after running the scanner.php or scanner.exe 

program in scan mode with no parameters. 

 

4.4.3  Scan mode with parameters 

 

We can use the scan mode with parameters if we want for example to use scan-

ner.php program to search the entire C drive, for *.docx files and store the results in the 

Cdocx.txt file, which will be located in the WindowsMD5 file which we will have cre-

ated in advance in the C drive. In this case we have to insert in the command line the 

following commands: 

1) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan --path="C:\\" --extension="docx" --

log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\Cdocx.txt" 

Then the program will use as values (which the user can insert from the command 

prompt) the following: 
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The path where the program to search "C:\\" (everything in C). 

The extension to search for "docx". 

The file to store the results "C:\WindowsMD5\Cdocx.txt". 

If we want to use scanner.exe program from a USB stick to search all the D drive 

(partition of the hard disc) for *.txt files and store the results in the logDtxt.txt file 

which is located in the G drive (USB stick) we have to insert in the command line the 

following: 

2) scanner.exe scan --path="D:\\" --extension="txt" --log_file="G:\logDtxt.txt" 

Then the program will use as values (which the user can insert from the command 

prompt) the following: 

The path where the program to search "D:\\" (everything in D). 

The extension to search for "txt". 

The file to store the results "G:\logDtxt.txt". 

The program has the ability to search for any file extension we want .exe, .doc, 

.docx, .dll, .pdf, .log and so on. Also can search at any path we want, even USB sticks, 

and store the results wherever we want, including USB sticks, but in .txt only format. 

Figures 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 visualize this functionality of the program. 

 

 

Fig. 19 Commands needed for running the scanner.php program in scan mode with the 

above mentioned parameters. 
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Fig. 20 Results after running the scanner.php program in scan mode with the above 

mentioned parameters. 
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Fig. 21 The results Cdocx.txt file after running the scanner.php program in scan mode 

with the above mentioned parameters. 

 

 

Fig. 22 Commands needed for running the scanner.exe program from a USB stick in 

scan mode with the above mentioned parameters. 
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Fig. 23 Results after running the scanner.exe program from a USB stick in scan mode 

with the above mentioned parameters. (1701 results) 
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A problem of the command line prompt is that it does not display words in Greek. It 

displays unknown symbols when it encounters Greek letters. The problem is solved in 

the *.txt files with the results, where every language including Greek is displayed cor-

rectly. 

 

 

Fig. 24 The results logDtxt.txt file after running the scanner.exe program from a USB 

drive in scan mode with the above mentioned parameters. (1701 results) 

 

In all the above cases G drive is the USB stick. 

 

4.4.4  Compare mode with parameters 

 

The compare mode always needs parameters to run properly. If we want to use 

scanner.php program to compare two .txt files, the one with the MD5 values that we 

created by scanning the suspicious computer and the one with the clean MD5 values 
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that we don’t want to take into account when we see the results, then we have to in-

sert in the command line the following commands: 

1) .\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php compare  

--log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\log.txt" 

 --md5_values_file="C:\WindowsMD5\clean.txt"  

--results_file="C:\WindowsMD5\results.txt" 

Then the program will use as values (which the user can insert from the com-

mand prompt) the following: 

The path for the log_file with all the MD5 values under investigation 

"C:\WindowsMD5\log.txt". The log.txt file is the file that we created with the scan 

mode of the program scanner.php and contains all the files under investigation in-

cluding their paths and their MD5 hash values. 

The path for the md5_values_file with all the clean MD5 values that we don’t 

want to take into consideration during the investigation is 

"C:\WindowsMD5\clean.txt". The md5_values_file is the file that we created with 

the scan mode of the program scanner.php in a previous time or in the lab, in a clean 

from viruses, malware and additional programs computer and that contains all the 

files and their MD5 values that don’t oppose a threat to us. So we want to eliminate 

them from the investigation process.  

The file to store the results of the comparison is set from the user to be 

"C:\WindowsMD5\results.txt". The file WindowsMD5 is created from the user be-

fore running the program. 

 For the specific example we created the two files to compare as following: for 

the clean MD5 values file we used the scan mode of the scanner.php to create a file 

with all the *.exe files of a clean Windows 8 installation (.\php.exe 

C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan  --path="C:\Windows"  --extension="exe" --

log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\clean.txt") and for the MD5 values under investigation 

we used the scan mode of the scanner.php to create a file with all the *.exe files of 

the entire computer, partition C (.\php.exe C:\WAMP\www\scanner.php scan  --

path="C:\\"  --extension="exe" --log_file="C:\WindowsMD5\log.txt"). 

Figures 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 visualize this functionality of the program. 
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Fig. 25 The clean.txt file with all the *.exe files of the clean Windows 8 installa-

tion. (1807 results) 
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Fig. 26 The log.txt file with all the *.exe files of the entire computer, partition C. 

(2491 results) 

 

 

Fig. 27 Commands needed for running the scanner.php program in compare 

mode as mentioned above. 
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Fig. 28 The results after running the scanner.php program in compare mode. 
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Fig. 29 The results.txt file with the results after running the scanner.php program 

in compare mode with the above mentioned parameters. (632 results) 

 

If we want to use scanner.exe program, which is located in the G drive (USB 

stick), to compare two .txt files, the one with the MD5 values that we created by 

scanning the suspicious computer and the one with the clean MD5 values that we 

don’t want to take into account when we see the results, then we have to insert in the 

command line the following commands (after making the working directory of the 

CMD the G:): 

2) scanner.exe compare --log_file="G:\log.txt" --md5_values_file="G:\clean.txt" 

--results_file="G:\results.txt" 

Then the program will use as values (which the user can insert from the com-

mand prompt) the following: 

The path for the log_file with all the MD5 values under investigation 

"G:\log.txt". G drive is the USB stick. The log.txt is the file that we created with the 

scan mode of the program scanner.exe and contains all the files under investigation, 

including their paths and their MD5 values. 
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The path for the md5_values_file with all the clean MD5 values that we don’t 

want to take into consideration during the investigation "G:\clean.txt". The 

md5_values_file is the file that we created with the scan mode of the program scan-

ner.exe, in a previous time or in the lab, in a clean from viruses, malware and addi-

tional programs computer and contains all the files and their MD5 values that don’t 

oppose a threat to us. So we want to eliminate them from the investigation process.  

The file to store the results from the comparison is set from the user to be 

"G:\results.txt". As mentioned above G drive is the USB stick. 

 For the specific example we created the two files to make the comparison as fol-

lowing: for the clean MD5 values file we used the scan mode of the scanner.exe to 

create a file with all the *.dll files of a clean Windows 8 installation (scanner.exe 

scan  --path="C:\Windows"  --extension="dll" --log_file="G:\clean.txt") and for the 

MD5 values under investigation we used the scan mode of the scanner.exe to create 

a file with all the *.dll files of the entire computer, partition C (scanner.exe scan  --

path="C:\\"  --extension="dll" --log_file="G:\log.txt"). 

The program has the ability to search for any file extension we want .exe, .doc, 

.docx, .dll, .pdf, .log and so on. It can also search at any path we want, even USB 

sticks, and store the results wherever we want, including USB sticks, but in .txt only 

format. 

In some cases, depending on the Operating System (Windows 8, 7, Vista etc), 

the CLI mode must be executed as administrator. This must be done in order for the 

compare mode of the scanner.exe program to work properly. In these cases there are 

not enough privileges, for the program, to execute all its functions, concerning the 

files and wherever these might have been placed. 

Figures 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 visualize this functionality of the program. 
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Fig. 30 The clean.txt file with all the *.dll files of the clean Windows 8 installation. 

(12698 results) 
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Fig. 31 The log.txt file with all the *.dll files of the whole computer, partition C. 

(15546 results) 

 

 

Fig. 32 Commands needed for running the scanner.exe program in compare mode as 

mentioned above. (run as administrator) 
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Fig. 33 The results after running the scanner.exe program in compare mode as men-

tioned above. 
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Fig. 34 The results.txt file with the results after running the scanner.exe program in 

compare mode with the above mentioned parameters. (2486 results) 

 

As we can verify the results.txt file contains all the *.dll files of the whole partition 

C except the *.dll files that are included in the Windows 8 installation file. 

In the next chapters, two versions of the scanner.php and scanner.exe programs are 

presented, which implement some differences and alterations that could be useful to the 

investigator. 

 

4.5  The scanner_version_2 program 

 

This version of scanner.php and scanner.exe has this difference: for the comparison 

in the compare mode, uses as the md5_values_file with all the clean MD5 values, a *.txt 

file that contains only MD5 values and nothing else. This *.txt file consists of one MD5 

value in each separate line and nothing else. 
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So when the user inserts from the command prompt, the path of the md5_values_file 

with all the clean MD5 values (that we don’t want to take into consideration during the 

investigation), this file consists of one MD5 value in each separate line and nothing 

else. 

All the other functionality of the program remains unchanged. 

This differentiation was necessary in order, for the program, to have the ability to 

utilize and exploit possible dump files from other programs or other created files that 

contain only MD5 values. This makes it more valuable for commercial use. The first 

program has the restriction that works only with files that were created with the scan 

mode of the same program.  

 

4.6  The scanner_version_3 program 

 

This version of scanner.php and scanner.exe has this difference from the first pro-

gram: for the comparison, in the compare mode, uses as the md5_values_file, with all 

the clean MD5 values, a *.txt file that contains only MD5 values and nothing else, but 

also has the ability to create these *.txt files with only MD5 values inside by using the 

scan mode of this version of the program. 

So the user has the ability to create a *.txt file with only MD5 values inside but also 

afterwards compare this file with the log file (log_file) created from the first or the se-

cond program. 

All the other functionality of the program, and the way it is used, remains un-

changed. 

This differentiation was necessary, in order for the user to have the ability to create 

himself the *.txt files with only MD5 values inside, in order to use them as input for 

other programs or for investigation reasons. This makes it more valuable for trial and 

investigation use.  

In the below example we used the scanner_version_2.exe and scan-

ner_version_3.exe programs from a USB stick (G drive) to demonstrate their use. 

For the specific example we created the two files to make the comparison as follow-

ing: for the clean MD5 values file, with only MD5 values inside, we used the scan mode 
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of the scanner_version_3.exe to create a file with all the *.log files of a clean Windows 

8 installation (scanner_version_3.exe scan  --path="C:\Windows"  --extension="log" --

log_file="G:\clean.txt") and for the MD5 values under investigation (.txt file that in-

cludes the path and the hash code of each file) we used the scan mode of the scan-

ner_version_2.exe to create a file with all the *.log files of the entire computer, partition 

C (scanner_version_2.exe scan  --path="C:\\"  --extension="log" --

log_file="G:\log.txt"). 

Figures 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 and 43 visualize this functionalities of the pro-

grams. 

 

 

Fig. 35 Creating the clean.txt file with only MD5 values inside by using the scan-

ner_version_3.exe program in scan mode. 
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Fig. 36 The results after running the scanner_version_3.exe program in scan mode. 
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Fig. 37 The clean.txt file after running the scanner_version_3.exe program in scan 

mode. 

 

 

Fig. 38 Creating the log.txt file by using the scanner_version_2.exe program in scan 

mode. 

. 
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Fig. 39 The results after running the scanner_version_2.exe program in scan mode. 
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Fig. 40 The log.txt file after running the scanner_version_2.exe program in scan mode. 

 

 

Fig. 41 Creating the results.txt file with the results by using the scanner_version_3.exe 

program in compare mode. 
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Fig. 42 The results after running the scanner_version_3.exe program in compare mode. 
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Fig. 43 The results.txt file with the results after using the scanner_version_3.exe pro-

gram in compare mode (with the process mentioned above). 

 

As we can confirm, the results.txt file contains all the *.log files of the whole parti-

tion C, except the *.log files that are included in the Windows 8 installation file. 

 

4.7  Advantages 

 

The scanner.php program is a simple and functional tool. It is written in a well 

known language (PHP) with million users around the world, with numerous applica-

tions and a wide variety of implementations. There are many plug ins that can be at-

tached to this program. In addition this program can be easily incorporated into other 

programs. It is easy to carry, because of its minimum size. Also it is user friendly be-

cause it is easy to run even from someone with little knowledge and little expertise. The 

parameters are no longer hard coded and they are easy to be inserted or changed from 
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the command line prompt. It is very fast, reliable and trustworthy because of its simplic-

ity and the small number of code lines. 

 

4.8  Drawbacks 

 

The program is very simple. So it has only a small number of functions, options, 

commands and parameters. It can be used only by using the command line prompt. A 

web interface could make it more user friendly and more attractive for the simple user. 

 

4.9  Evaluation 

 

The program was tested in all possible scenarios that could be encountered by a dig-

ital forensics investigator or by a simple user. In all conditions the program worked as 

expected and the results were correct.  

 

4.10  Suggestions  

 

There are some things that must be taken into consideration before using the pro-

gram. First of all the investigator must have knowledge, of what he is searching for, in-

side the computer under investigation. If the program is used for digital triage, the time 

is limited. If the program is used in the examination laboratory, there is plenty of time to 

do many tests and search for a wide variety of traces, depending always on the case un-

der investigation. 

 Additionally the user of the program must create a wide range of correct clean MD5 

files. In this way he will be able to use the correct files in every specific and different 

case. He must create files with clean MD5 values of all the windows versions and re-

leases installations, Linux, Ubundu and other OS installations, clean installations of 

programs that are widely used, a wide number of software installations, browser instal-

lations and many more. So in each case he will be able to make the comparison using 
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the correct pre constructed clean MD5 files, and therefore produce solid and helpful 

findings. In addition the user must always have updated clean MD5 files from all the 

new releases and updated programs. Nowadays the Operating Systems whether it is 

Windows or any other, they update very frequently and automatically. Also all the pro-

grams in the modern computers from the antivirus programs to media players update all 

the time, so there is a need to create the clean MD5 files from all the up to date versions 

of these programs.  

 Furthermore this program has a certain functionality and the capabilities are con-

strained and predefined. The investigator and user of this program in a real scenario 

cannot depend only on this tool. Digital triage and digital investigation are very wide 

and complex fields. In order to achieve the necessary findings many tools must be ap-

plied. As mentioned in the chapters above there is a great number of tools with different 

potentials, different targets, different use, with case oriented applications producing dif-

ferent results and findings. The investigator must be very well informed and prepared in 

the digital triage and digital investigation field in order to achieve the required results 

and eventually success. A wide range portfolio of programs is unquestionable. A true 

necessity in every investigation.  

 

4.11  Future Work – Enhancements 

 

In the future many things can be done to improve the program and its functionality. 

First of all a web interface could be developed to make it more attractive and user 

friendly.  

Functionalities can be added, including the ability to search for more difficult files 

and do a wide variety of comparisons. An upgrade would be to have libraries with clean 

MD5 values, from various program installations, and all the possible Windows installa-

tions, and be able to choose each time the files we want to compare. Furthermore, when 

running, the program could find automatically the versions of installations and make the 

comparisons without any help or any intervention from the user.  

The results could be presented in a web environment using statistics, diagrams, bars, 

pies and percentages for the reports. This could help the user take fast decisions, come 

quickly with the correct conclusions and decide in which way to proceed. 
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The program as mentioned above can be incorporated in other digital triage and dig-

ital investigation tools to enhance their functionality and usability. Also other tools and 

programs could be added in this program to make it more complex and become useful 

in more difficult cases. The simplicity of the program and the PHP language make all 

the above an easy task for the programmer. In addition it is easy to transform this pro-

gram in other languages like C, C++, Java, VBscript, Python and many more.  

This program could also be used for Data Reduction. It could be implemented like 

the FTK (Forensic Toolkit). By using the Known File Filter, or KFF, we can eliminate 

or highlight known files, by using MD5 hashes that are generated by the user or from 

NIST or Hashkeeper. [29] [45] [56] [42] These KFF lists are MD5 values from files that 

we don’t care to examine and we want to avoid analyze them. Also they are files from 

similar, previews, or other suspicious real cases. 

 Further more, plug-ins and extensions could be found to enhance the functionality of 

the program. Many tools like this could be integrated to create a bigger and better tool. 

The new tool, after the integration, would have none of the drawbacks but all the ad-

vantages of each individual tool.  

 

4.12  Conclusion 

 

Digital Forensics is a very demanding and exciting sector but it has many difficul-

ties. There are many types of data to be analyzed, the data size is enormous and there is 

lack of skilled analysts. The above problems will get worse in the future, and the only 

way to keep up is to develop new techniques that will enhance our ability to collect, 

maintain and analyze big data sets with information. [32] 

 

 

http://www.forensicswiki.org/wiki/Hashkeeper
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5  Personal Reflection 

 

From my personal experience, while experimenting with the four forensics tools 

Bulk Extractor, TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge I encountered all their problems and 

disadvantages. First of all I installed these programs in 6 different home desktop com-

puters with different versions of Windows operating systems (Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 

32 and 64 bit). The installation of the tools may look simple to the medium user but 

when it comes to start using them, then the problems start. Most of the times they don’t 

even work and they don’t create any reports. When running they display error messages 

and when they work they don’t produce all the reports they claim to be able to produce. 

Some reports are created and some other not, depending each time on the operating sys-

tem. The language of the OS affected their compatibility and implementation. So it was 

obvious that they were OS sensitive. In Windows 8, the most recent of the OS, the prob-

lems were even worse. Probably new releases of the tools should be developed. In the 

internet there is not enough information by the developers or the users to bypass all the 

problems encountered, that could help and assist in making them work. The collection 

of browsing history, which was the initial target, by using Kludge, was never produced 

in any computer tested. I tried many solutions, personal and suggested by the internet, 

but with no luck. My personal opinion is that these programs address to the expert user 

that knows exactly what he wants and how to achieve it. They are not very useful for 

the beginner and the medium user. Anyone choosing them would have problems in us-

ing these tools. And in a real case scenario these problems and malfunctions would be at 

least catastrophic for triage and analysis. My research showed that the most digital tri-

age tools have numerous problems and drawbacks and this is expected when consider-

ing the nature of the investigation. Also most of them are written in simple DOS batch 

scripting, a very poor programming practice. In addition most of them need improve-

ments and enhancements. 

All the above, lead me first to think, the development of a program that would col-

lect all the browsing history from all the browsers installed in a computer. After reading 
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many articles and conducted extensive research I understood that all the new browsers 

(latest releases) were very complicated and needed special tools, specifically designed 

for each and every one of them, to be able to extract the browsing history and other use-

ful information stored in the browsers. For example Mozilla Firefox needs the SQLite 

Manager tool. [83] Developing a tool that could be able to process all the available 

browsers in all their possible and available releases would be something really demand-

ing, complicated and advanced. In a real case scenario having a tool to fetch the brows-

ing history of a specific only browser would be of no use. The suspect has the ability to 

install many browsers in his personal computer and use any of them at will. 

These findings lead me to the decision to develop my own program to help the digi-

tal forensics investigator in my way. To develop a program that could help him during 

the digital triage but also to be useful it in the lab as well. So the idea before starting de-

veloping my own program was to create a script that could find all the .exe files in a 

computer, to reject the default .exe files from Windows and present only the .exe files 

installed by the user. This could be achieved by finding all the .exe files installed in the 

computer, calculating their MD5 and then compare these MD5 values with an archive 

file / database with the produced MD5 values of a Windows installation only. For ex-

ample notepad.exe in Windows 7 always gives the same MD5. So comparing this MD5 

with a database of MD5 can be distinguished and be ignored during the presentation of 

the installed applications to the investigator. The general solution is easy, but there are 

many differentiations in each case that could make the whole process very complicated.   

So a tool was developed that has the ability to search a whole computer or any parti-

tion or file chosen, for files and programs installed or created by the user and that may 

have any possible extension. This was possible by comparing the MD5 hashes of the 

files under investigation. In this way the examiner can search in a very short time the 

computer under examination for all the installed and created files or programs, but also 

for altered programs, possible malware and harmful programs.  

This program will gain even greater usability if it is incorporated into other digital 

triage programs or if it is enhanced with more advanced functionality. 

I hope that this paper will help others to learn not only from my paper research but 

also from the program I developed, the presented personal experiences, and any mis-

takes that were made along the way. Writing tools that will be used for digital forensics 

is very difficult and very different from other programming attempts because of the 
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multiple data types that need to be taken into consideration, the desire for high perfor-

mance, the advanced skills needed from users, and the requirement the software to run 

without ever crashing. Since the digital forensics field grows continuously, many people 

are engaged in the practice of writing software for digital forensics. Only a small num-

ber of today’s forensic tool developers have adequate knowledge and training in devel-

oping and design software. A number of them do not even think themselves of being 

programmers. [32] And this belief must change. 
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6  Conclusions 

 

Appreciating the change of technology, and understanding the nature of the threat, 

the evolving discipline of anti-forensics and increasing application of cryptography, we 

understand that the domain of forensics has an extremely challenging and exciting fu-

ture ahead of it. However, the need for organizations to equip themselves with a foren-

sic capability is becoming essential in order to combat and manage incidents effectively. 

[55] 

To appreciate the necessity of computer forensics in the organization, first we have 

to understand the scale and nature of the threats. Unfortunately, truly understanding the 

scale of the threat is difficult as the reporting of cybercrime is relatively patchy. Many 

organizations see such reporting as something that will affect their brand image and 

reputation. Whilst discussions are being held in some countries about implementing 

laws to force organizations into reporting incidents, at this stage the industry relies upon 

survey statistics to appreciate the threat. [55] 

It is no longer enough to pull the plug and take the computer to the lab when making 

a digital examination. Technology changes continuously and digital forensic analysts 

have to learn new methods and develop tools to succeed. This is necessary in a live re-

sponse case. [93] 

 Forensic analysis help to identify privacy issues, detect forgery and manipulation, 

establish a chain of custody for sources and employ write protection for capture or 

transfer. It can find content and metadata, help indexing and searching by examiners, 

and enable audit control. [48] 

  

6.1  Digital forensics is different 

 

Digital Forensics software development makes it really different from other branch-

es. These differences are: data diversity, data scale, temporal diversity, human capital, 

and the so-called “CSI effect.” [32] 
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6.1.1  The challenge of data diversity 

 

Digital Forensics and other kinds of software have a big difference in the range of 

data that have to be examined. Most software development is specialized in a specific 

problem. Digital Forensics has as target all the data that can be stored or transmitted us-

ing computer and digital media. In addition most software tools work only with proper 

input and crash otherwise. Digital Forensics tools don’t have this luxury. They must run 

at any circumstances and produce any results possible.  [32] 

 

6.1.2  Data scale 

 

A second problem in the development of digital forensics tools is the huge bulk of 

information that has to be analyzed. Furthermore there is the problem of the difference 

between the storage and performance bottlenecks.  

Examiners have to analyze new and up to date computer systems. So they are using 

high end computers to examine high end computers and they also have to examine in-

formation in hours that the suspect needed weeks, months, or even years to create. We 

will never overcome the performance lack. When the analysis will move to the cloud we 

will have to examine multi-terabyte data caused by the cloud-based crime. [32] 

 

6.1.3  Temporal diversity: the never-ending upgrade cycle  

 

Most organizations believe that upgrades in software are a difficult process that can 

cause problems and incompatibilities. So they use out-of-date operating systems and 

update only when they buy the new hardware. 

Digital forensics examiners do not have this flexibility. They have to update the 

software all the time because the target is not only the obsolete but also the newest 

software and hardware possible. Nowhere else it is so important to upgrade the software 

when the new software is released. In upgrades, two things have to be taken into ac-

count. The examiners tool’s version and the target’s version [32]  
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6.1.4  Human capital demands and limitations  

 

Digital forensics tools users are from law enforcement, with little knowledge in 

computer science. They have strict deadlines and are exhausted.  Certifications and de-

grees certainly help this situation but cannot solve the problem. Analysis may have as 

target any possible kind of information. So many organizations train their own develop-

ers to create the needed software. [32] 

 

6.1.5  The CSI effect  

 

CSI Effect is the belief, that when television shows crime scenes, investigations, fo-

rensics, courts, juries, judges and prosecutors to have exceptionally high demanding 

concerning what forensic analysis can actually achieve, this is also true in reality. On 

television every digital forensics examiner knows every tool, correlation is easy and in-

stantaneous, there are never false positives, overwritten data can easily be recovered, 

encryption can be cracked, it is impossible to delete anything and the tools never crash. 

In reality things are not so easy. Overwritten data cannot be recovered and modern en-

cryption algorithms can be decrypted only by using password cracking. [32] 

 

6.1.6  The cost of development and the role of government  

 

Digital forensics tool development is exceptionally expensive and the software pro-

duced has small number of users. The more sophisticated the analysis, the smaller the 

market. Few digital forensics companies have been commercially successful. It is not 

that digital forensics is an immature market with customers only from the government; 

it is that digital forensics is a mature market with high and increasing development 

costs. These high development costs in addition to customers being federal, state and 

local governments makes it difficult for the traditional commercial software develop-

ment model to be successfully applicable. [32] 
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6.2  Lessons learned developing digital forensics 
tools  

 

In this chapter we discuss about software engineering and design issues that have 

been confronted when developing the above mentioned digital forensics tools. [32] 

 

6.2.1 Platform and language 

 

Windows is the most widespread operating system used by computer forensics de-

velopers and examiners. But also Linux and MacOS seem to consolidate their places. 

An easy way to write multi-platform forensics tools is to use C, C++, C#, Java or Py-

thon because tools in these languages can be easily transferred between these three plat-

forms. C was historically the preferred developer’s language but nowadays many have 

shifted to C++. Many believed that Java was running much slower than C/C++. But the 

testing so far shows that this belief is only partially true. 

Writing programs in Python is quite easy but the experience so far shows that these 

programs are slow and intensive for memory. [32] 

 

6.2.2  Parallelism and high performance computing 

 

The data scale problem led many researchers to spend lots of effort and time on is-

sues such as multithreading and high performance computing in an effort to gain more 

performance. But until now the efforts made are mixed and the results produced not so 

clear.  [32] 

 

6.2.3  All-in-one tools vs. single-use tools  

 

There are many kinds of forensic investigations and the same tool many times has to 

be used at the same data but for different reasons. This difference in the use cases com-
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plicates the programs development, documentation, and training. Some say it is better to 

have a single tool than many because:  

 If there are many tools, the investigators will try to have them all.   

 Whatever a digital forensics program does: decoding and enumerating data, data 

ingest; preparing a report is necessary whatever the expected results may be.  

 There is a standard cost to packaging, distributing, and promoting a program. 

When a tool has many functions the cost is distributed to a broader base.  

An opinion to solve the problem of different use cases is the programs to organize 

the results into different partitions or files. For example using one section storing infor-

mation needed for usual cases, and another saving all the extracted data.  [32] 

 

6.2.4  Evidence container file formats 

 

The diversity of programs and the lack of proper user training make it necessary for 

forensic software to be able to process inputs at any format. In real cases a single input 

layer should enable programs to transparently manage disk images in raw, split-raw, 

EnCase or AFF formats. [32] 

 

6.3  Conclusion 

 

This paper makes contributions not only to the theory but also the practice of digital 

forensics. First, it shows that all the existing freeware and licensed forensics tools have 

many drawbacks and incompatibilities. This paper presents Bulk Extractor, TriageIR, 

TR3Secure and Kludge, powerful freeware tools to perform bulk data analysis. It high-

lights the experience of installing and using these tools noticing all the advantages, 

drawbacks, enhancements, suggestions and future work. It presents a detailed evaluation 

comparing Bulk Extractor, TriageIR, TR3Secure and Kludge. It shows that each tool 

has a strong and a weak point and there is no solution for every case that an examiner 

may encounter.  

Finally, this paper presents a tool, developed by the author, which can search a 

whole computer or any partition or file chosen, for files and programs installed or creat-
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ed by the user and that may have any possible extension. This was possible by compar-

ing the MD5 hashes of the files. In this way the examiner can search in a very short time 

the computer under examination for all the installed and created files or programs, al-

tered programs, but also for possible malware and harmful programs.  

This program will have even greater usability if it is incorporated into other digital 

triage programs or if it is enhanced with more advanced functionality. 
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Appendix  

 

1) The program scanner.php in the PHP programming language: 

 

<?php 

 

error_reporting(E_ERROR | E_WARNING | E_PARSE); 

 

//solution to return *.* files 

 

$array = array(); 

function recursiveGlob($dir, $ext) { 

    global $array; 

    $globFiles = glob("$dir/*.$ext"); 

    $globDirs  = glob("$dir/*", GLOB_ONLYDIR); 

 

    foreach ($globDirs as $dir) { 

        recursiveGlob($dir, $ext); 

    } 

 

    foreach ($globFiles as $file) { 

        if(!in_array($file,$array)) { 

            array_push($array,$file); 

        } 

    } 

    return $array; 

} 
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//only use in CLI mode because of extra large buffer and execution time 

 

 

if ($argv[1] == "help" || $argv[1] == null) { 

    echo "-- SCAN MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php scan --path=path_to_check --

extension=extension_to_filter --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php scan --path=\"C:\myfolder\\\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\mydocuments\md5_log.txt\" \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Default values: --path=\"C:\Windows\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt\" \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "-- COMPARE MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php compare --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file --

md5_values_file=path_and_name_of_md5_values_file --

results_file=path_of_results_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php compare --log_file=\"C:\\log_file_after_scan.txt\" --

md5_values_file=\"C:\\file_with_clean_md5_values.txt --

results_file=\"C:\\file_with_results.txt \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    die(); 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "debug") { 

 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc; $i++) {  

       $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 
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       echo $tempvar[1]."\r\n"; 

   } 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "scan") { 

    echo "Starting scan. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--path': 

            $directory = $tempvar[1]."*"; 

            break; 

            case '--extension': 

            $extension = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

    if ($argc < 5) { 

        if (!$directory) { 

            $directory = "C:\Windows\\*"; 

        } 

        if (!$extension) { 

            $extension = "exe"; 

        } 

        if (!$log_file) { 

            $log_file = "C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt"; 
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        } 

    } 

 

    echo "the directory is ".$directory."\r\n"; 

    echo "the extension is ".$extension."\r\n"; 

    echo "the log file is ".$log_file."\r\n"; 

 

    $files = recursiveGlob($directory,$extension); 

    $fh = fopen($log_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    var_dump($files); 

    $i = 1; 

    foreach ($files as $file) { 

        $stringData = $i.") Found file: ".$file."\r\n"; 

$stringData .= "Hash: ".md5_file($file)."\r\n"; 

$i++; 

fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

} 

 

fclose($fh); 

 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "compare") { 

    echo "Starting compare. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--md5_values_file': 

            $md5_values_file = $tempvar[1]; 
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            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--results_file': 

            $results_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            default: 

            echo "error: loop defaulted\r\n"; 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

 

    if ($argc < 4) { 

        echo "Wrong count of parameters. Please type php scanner.php help for more in-

fo"; 

        die(); 

    } 

 

    $scanned = file($log_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5 = file($md5_values_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5_size = count($clean_md5); 

    $i = 1; 

 

    $fh = fopen($results_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    foreach ($scanned as $line_num => $line) { 

        $check = explode(" ", $line); 

        if ($check[0] == "Hash:") { 
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            foreach ($clean_md5 as $clean_line_num => $clean_line) { 

                $md5_check = explode(" ", $clean_line); 

                if ($md5_check[0] == "Hash:") {   

                    if ($check[1] == $md5_check[1]) { 

                      break; 

                  } 

                  if (($clean_line_num + 1) == $clean_md5_size) { 

                      echo "Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n"; 

                      $stringData = $i.") Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n";  

                      $i++;  

                      fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

                  } 

              } 

          } 

      } else { 

    $pathname = explode(": ", $line);  

    }  

} 

fclose($fh); 

} 

 

?> 

 

2) The program scanner_version_2.php in the PHP programming language: 

 

<?php 

 

error_reporting(E_ERROR | E_WARNING | E_PARSE); 
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//solution to return *.* files 

 

$array = array(); 

function recursiveGlob($dir, $ext) { 

    global $array; 

    $globFiles = glob("$dir/*.$ext"); 

    $globDirs  = glob("$dir/*", GLOB_ONLYDIR); 

 

    foreach ($globDirs as $dir) { 

        recursiveGlob($dir, $ext); 

    } 

 

    foreach ($globFiles as $file) { 

        if(!in_array($file,$array)) { 

            array_push($array,$file); 

        } 

    } 

    return $array; 

} 

 

//only use in CLI mode because of extra large buffer and execution time 

 

 

if ($argv[1] == "help" || $argv[1] == null) { 

    echo "-- SCAN MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php scan --path=path_to_check --

extension=extension_to_filter --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php scan --path=\"C:\myfolder\\\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\mydocuments\md5_log.txt\" \r\n"; 
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    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Default values: --path=\"C:\Windows\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt\" \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "-- COMPARE MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php compare --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file --

md5_values_file=path_and_name_of_md5_values_file --

results_file=path_of_results_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php compare --log_file=\"C:\\log_file_after_scan.txt\" --

md5_values_file=\"C:\\file_with_clean_md5_values.txt --

results_file=\"C:\\file_with_results.txt \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    die(); 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "debug") { 

 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc; $i++) {  

       $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

       echo $tempvar[1]."\r\n"; 

   } 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "scan") { 

    echo "Starting scan. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--path': 
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            $directory = $tempvar[1]."*"; 

            break; 

            case '--extension': 

            $extension = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

    if ($argc < 5) { 

        if (!$directory) { 

            $directory = "C:\Windows\\*"; 

        } 

        if (!$extension) { 

            $extension = "exe"; 

        } 

        if (!$log_file) { 

            $log_file = "C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt"; 

        } 

    } 

 

    echo "the directory is ".$directory."\r\n"; 

    echo "the extension is ".$extension."\r\n"; 

    echo "the log file is ".$log_file."\r\n"; 

 

    $files = recursiveGlob($directory,$extension); 

    $fh = fopen($log_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    var_dump($files); 
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    $i = 1; 

    foreach ($files as $file) { 

        $stringData = $i.") Found file: ".$file."\r\n"; 

        $stringData .= "Hash: ".md5_file($file)."\r\n"; 

        $i++; 

        fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

    } 

 

    fclose($fh); 

 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "compare") { 

    echo "Starting compare. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--md5_values_file': 

            $md5_values_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--results_file': 

            $results_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            default: 

            echo "error: loop defaulted\r\n"; 

            break; 
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        } 

    } 

 

    if ($argc < 4) { 

        echo "Wrong count of parameters. Please type php run.php help for more info"; 

        die(); 

    } 

 

    $scanned = file($log_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5 = file($md5_values_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5_size = count($clean_md5); 

    $i = 1; 

 

    $fh = fopen($results_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    foreach ($scanned as $line_num => $line) { 

        $check = explode(" ", $line); 

        if ($check[0] == "Hash:") { 

            foreach ($clean_md5 as $clean_line_num => $clean_line) { 

                if ($check[1] == $clean_line) { 

                    break; 

                } 

                if (($clean_line_num + 1) == $clean_md5_size) { 

                    echo "Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n"; 

                    $stringData = $i.") Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n"; 

                    $i++; 

                    fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

                } 

            } 
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        } 

        else { 

            $pathname = explode(": ", $line); 

        } 

    } 

    fclose($fh); 

} 

 

?> 

 

3) The program scanner_version_3.php in the PHP programming language: 

 

<?php 

 

error_reporting(E_ERROR | E_WARNING | E_PARSE); 

 

//solution to return *.* files 

 

$array = array(); 

function recursiveGlob($dir, $ext) { 

    global $array; 

    $globFiles = glob("$dir/*.$ext"); 

    $globDirs  = glob("$dir/*", GLOB_ONLYDIR); 

 

    foreach ($globDirs as $dir) { 

        recursiveGlob($dir, $ext); 

    } 

 

    foreach ($globFiles as $file) { 
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        if(!in_array($file,$array)) { 

            array_push($array,$file); 

        } 

    } 

    return $array; 

} 

 

//only use in CLI mode because of extra large buffer and execution time 

 

 

if ($argv[1] == "help" || $argv[1] == null) { 

    echo "-- SCAN MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php scan --path=path_to_check --

extension=extension_to_filter --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php scan --path=\"C:\myfolder\\\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\mydocuments\md5_log.txt\" \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Default values: --path=\"C:\Windows\" --extension=\"exe\" --

log_file=\"C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt\" \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "-- COMPARE MODE --\r\n"; 

    echo "Usage: php scanner.php compare --log_file=path_and_name_of_log_file --

md5_values_file=path_and_name_of_md5_values_file --

results_file=path_of_results_file \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 

    echo "Example: php scanner.php compare --log_file=\"C:\\log_file_after_scan.txt\" --

md5_values_file=\"C:\\file_with_clean_md5_values.txt --

results_file=\"C:\\file_with_results.txt \r\n"; 

    echo "\r\n"; 
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    die(); 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "debug") { 

 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc; $i++) {  

       $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

       echo $tempvar[1]."\r\n"; 

   } 

} 

 

if ($argv[1] == "scan") { 

    echo "Starting scan. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--path': 

            $directory = $tempvar[1]."*"; 

            break; 

            case '--extension': 

            $extension = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

    if ($argc < 5) { 

        if (!$directory) { 
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            $directory = "C:\Windows\\*"; 

        } 

        if (!$extension) { 

            $extension = "exe"; 

        } 

        if (!$log_file) { 

            $log_file = "C:\\logfile\md5_log_file.txt"; 

        } 

    } 

 

    echo "the directory is ".$directory."\r\n"; 

    echo "the extension is ".$extension."\r\n"; 

    echo "the log file is ".$log_file."\r\n"; 

 

    $files = recursiveGlob($directory,$extension); 

    $fh = fopen($log_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    var_dump($files); 

     

    foreach ($files as $file) { 

         

        $stringData = md5_file($file)."\r\n"; 

         

        fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

    } 

 

    fclose($fh); 

 

} 
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if ($argv[1] == "compare") { 

    echo "Starting compare. Please wait...\r\n"; 

    for ($i=2; $i < $argc ; $i++) {  

        $tempvar = explode("=", $argv[$i]); 

        switch ($tempvar[0]) { 

            case '--md5_values_file': 

            $md5_values_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--log_file': 

            $log_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            case '--results_file': 

            $results_file = $tempvar[1]; 

            break; 

            default: 

            echo "error: loop defaulted\r\n"; 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

 

    if ($argc < 4) { 

        echo "Wrong count of parameters. Please type php run.php help for more info"; 

        die(); 

    } 

 

    $scanned = file($log_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5 = file($md5_values_file, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | 

FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES); 

    $clean_md5_size = count($clean_md5); 
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    $i = 1; 

 

    $fh = fopen($results_file, "w") or die("can't open file \r\n"); 

    foreach ($scanned as $line_num => $line) { 

        $check = explode(" ", $line); 

        if ($check[0] == "Hash:") { 

            foreach ($clean_md5 as $clean_line_num => $clean_line) { 

                if ($check[1] == $clean_line) { 

                    break; 

                } 

                if (($clean_line_num + 1) == $clean_md5_size) { 

                    echo "Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n"; 

                    $stringData = $i.") Suspicious file found -> ".$pathname[1]."\r\n"; 

                    $i++; 

                    fwrite($fh, $stringData); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        else { 

            $pathname = explode(": ", $line); 

        } 

    } 

    fclose($fh); 

} 

 

?> 


